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This pulsed signal from the comb generator is attenuated by 10 to 30 dB

and capacitively coupled to the laser. The d-c bias Is fed through an

inductive line or a high-impedance connection. Since the laser diode

represents a low impedance to the pulsed input, the coupling efficiency

of the electrical signal Is poor. No current/light measurements can be

made because of the unknown current. The optical signal changes with

increasing bias are shown in Figure 2.

To avoid burning out the laser, the pulse power input was reduced

each time the bias was increased. The ringing in Fig. 2(c) is due to

relaxation oscillations in the laser cavity, rather than to electrical

ringing. The unbiased pulse shows a slight secondary pulse, which Is

probably due to the electronic circuit. A similar noise appears in all of

the laser pulse measurements made.

These measurements were made with an HOCVD-diffused stripe laser

mounted on a 50-ohm microstrip line. The laser was operated both biased

and unbiased, but the best pulse response was obtained with the laser

unbiased. Figure 3 shows the pulse response with a pulse width of 220 psec.

No relaxation oscillations were observed with these lasers as the bias

current was increased. These lasers could be used at digital bit rates

> 2 Gb/s without pattern effect interference.

B. CHANGE IN KEY PERSONNEL

No change.

C. SUMMARY OF SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION DERIVED FROM SPECIAL EVENTS:

Nothing to report.

D. PROBLES ENCOUNTERED AND/OR ANTICIPATED

Work continued on Isolating causes for growth ,.-ntrol problems

encountered last month on the GaAlAs/GaAs MOCVL, M. These include

inability to accurately tune the properties of the . :lAs layer. The

system is due for an overhaul to remove build up of contaminants In the

flow lines and sources. Work has coenced on servicing the critical system

components.
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E. ACTION REQUIRED BY GOVERNMENT:

None.

F. FISCAL STATUS:

(1) Amount currently provided on contract: $350,000

(2) Expenditures and commitments to date: 323,484

(3) Funds required to complete work: 26,516
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